The evil men can do

Chris Spivey
The article immediately below this foreword was first
published in the Daily Express in December 2011 and is about
Tigers in China being deliberately starved to death… Breathe
Christopher, breathe.
However, since this practice was supposedly put to an end in
1993, I don’t suppose that there has been any change in the
space of just over a year. Course, I betcha didn’t know, don’t
cha know, that after Dogs, Tigers are my favourite animal. I
could in fact just sit and watch them for hours. However, in
my opinion seeing a Tiger in a photo never really does these
truly magnificent beasts justice. They are absolutely huge,
powerful, and stunning in their beauty.
Now, anyone who can just stand by and watch any living

creature slowly starve to death for no other reason than
either, sexual gratification, sadistic pleasure, poverty or –
as in this case – financial gain, are not the kind of people
that I want to share this planet with. They are soulless and I
would – as I hope you all would too -make the punishment fit
the crime.
Do you know what? I’m quite proud of myself at the moment. I’m
keeping my anger in check… Just about.
Of course, it goes without saying that seeing any living
creature starving to death is always harrowing. However,
seeing it happen to an animal as beautiful, powerful and
majestic as a Tiger is to me, somehow even more so. This then,
is truly a case of the evil that men can do… What a sick,
sick, arse about face world we live in. It has to stop.
Below that article are a couple more about me old friend, The
Duck of Edinburgh and his fondness for shooting Tigers.
Course, it is obvious that the Duck once perceived himself as
being a big game hunter. Very much in fact, in the same way
that his Grandson and adopted Grandson, Big Willie Rothschild
and Harry H Hewitt, now perceive themselves as being James
Bond and John Rambo.
Course, since none of the trio are ever in any danger no
matter what skulduggery they get up too, the reality of the
situation is that they are more Roger Rams Bottoms, Willie
Bondage and a big gay cunt-derrr.
Moreover, since The Duck is the president of the conservation
charity the ‘Worldwide Fund for Nature’, yet sees absolutely
fuck all wrong with shooting any moving target with four legs
– and no doubt a few with two legs to boot -our strong
suspicions about the old bastard are confirmed: The Duck is
fucking Quackers.
Never the less, if further proof were needed to re-enforce
that fact, which it isn’t; I just needed a good start for this
sentence, the Help Free The Earth website had this to say:

A few months before the Queen’s German husband, Prince Philip,
launched the World Wildlife Fund in 1961, he went on a tiger
hunt with the Queen. A tiger was lured into range by tethered
goats and shot dead by Philip who calls himself a
conservationist and environmentalist. Read More
Below the Duck articles, is a brief summary of the Chinese
practice of starving Tigers to death, in order to make
Expensive Wine from their bones – which we no doubt buy for
the Royal Parasites to drink. However, in all likelihood the
Tiger Wine Bushiness is probably just a front for the much
more lucrative Tiger Skin trade.
Do you know what? Today would be a good day to go to war… I
fucking hate cruelty to Animals.

Tigers starved to make wine

from their bones
The Express
TIGERS have been starved to death in Chinese battery farms to
make £130 bottles of wine from their crushed bones.Their skins
are turned into trophies, campaigners will tell ministers at
Westminster next week. At least 11 tigers suffered the
agonising death in just one farm last year, according to the
David Shepherd Wildlife Foundation’s TigerTime campaign.China
banned the trade in tiger bone wine in 1993 – but many farmers
think this does not apply to animals that die
naturally.Shepherd, the famous wildlife artist, said: “It’s
believed farm owners starve tigers to death to enable them to
claim they died from ‘natural causes’, getting round the few
restrictions that are supposed to curb their activities. It is
cruel and wicked.”TigerTime supporters will meet Foreign
Office minister Jeremy Browne next Wednesday to urge him to
press China to ban all trade in tiger parts. And it wants
people to sign its petition at www.bantigertrade.com.
It’s believed farm owners starve tigers to death to enable
them to claim they died from ‘natural causes’, getting round
the few restrictions that are supposed to curb their
activities. It is cruel and wicked.David Shepherd
Campaigner and former model Samantha Fox said: “These
revelations are sickening. For just one tiger to be treated
this way would be an outrage. Eleven is mind-numbing.“All this
suffering just so people can have skins as trophies and drink
wine made from crushed tiger bones.”Joanna Lumley called the
farms “barbaric” and the trade in tiger parts “abhorrent”.Up
to 6,000 tigers are thought to be held on the farms – twice as
many as are left in the wild.The prize for the farmers is the
lucrative trade in skins – worth up to £25,000 – and body
parts for traditional Chinese medicine. Tiger bone wine can
sell for as much as £130 a bottle.
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Prince reconciles longstanding enthusiasm
with role for nature charity
JOJO MOYES
FRIDAY 20 DECEMBER 1996
The Duke of Edinburgh has always found it easy to reconcile
his love of blood sports with his position as president of the
conservation charity, the Worldwide Fund for Nature.As,
apparently, has the charity itself. “Anything that he does in
his private capacity is beyond the sphere of our relationship
with him,” said a spokesman, Javier Arreaza, from the
headquarters in Switzerland yesterday.
Anything? “His relationship with us has been very good for
conservation. We cannot really begin to hypothesise.”
Not that much hypothesis is necessary. Shooting is a longestablished favourite pastime of the Royal Family and Prince
Philip’s total “bag” over the past 30 years stretches over
continents, species and runs into mind-boggling numbers.
Figures compiled from press reports by the anti-bloodsports
lobby suggest that in Britain alone he has shot deer, rabbit,
hare, wild duck, snipe, woodcock, teal, pigeon and partridge,
and pheasant numbering at least 30,000.
Prince Philip especially enjoys shooting wild boar on the
estates of friends in Germany. On one occasion he and Prince
Charles are said to have killed 50 wild boar in a single day.
He frequently invites sporting friends to the Royal Family’s
20,000-acre Norfolk estate at Sandringham. In 1993, out
shooting for up to four days a week during his seven-week
stay, he hit his target of 10,000 pheasant. His shooting

parties are estimated to have killed about 150,000 pheasant
over the last two decades.
The Duke rarely listens to criticisms of his passion for
shooting. In 1961, despite protests from British and Indian
politicians, he went ahead with an Indian tiger shoot. On that
trip he also killed a crocodile and six urials – a type of
mountain sheep.
Although he has bowed to pressure and given up big-game
hunting, Prince Philip continues to defend his love of blood
sports and has frequently claimed that he is culling and not
killing the animals.
But while the Royal Family is prepared to consider change in
many areas, its enthusiasm for blood sports remains as much a
part of royal life as corgis, speeches and divorce.
The Queen often accompanies the Duke on pheasant shoots.
Prince Charles and the Princess Royal have organised
competitions in which they lead rival shooting parties.
And it seems the royal passion will not dim with a new
generation. Prince William is said to prefer shooting to any
other sport, while Prince Andrew took his daughter Beatrice on
a shoot when she was six.
In October, the Duke provoked an outcry by declaring shooting
“an intelligent leisure activity” for children. He was backing
a new book teaching novices about gun handling.

The Duck of Edinburgh & Queen Bizzy
Lizzy having a spiffing good wheeze
at the publics expense.

Prince Philip’s Nazis At Copenhagen
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Prince Philip, the Duke of Edinburgh, and husband of Queen
Elizabeth II, is an evil man and the World Wildlife Fund that
he created with fellow Nazi, Prince Bernhard of the
Netherlands, is an evil organization. We do not have to prove
the case again, said Lyndon LaRouche, commenting on the
genocide being pushed at Copenhagen. Both historically, and in
terms of policies, Prince Philip is a fascist, and there is
really no difference today between Prince Philip, Barack Obama
and Adolf Hitler. Their policies are genocide.

Prince Philip has talked about “culling the herd” of human
population, and openly said he wants to be “reincarnated as a
deadly virus” in order to reduce the world’s population. Now,
Prince Philip’s Nazis are crawling all over Copenhagen,
entrenched in the IPCC bureaucracy, in the Obama
Administration, in the British government, and in the NGOs.
Over the last week, LPAC has identified the open calls for
genocide at Copenhagen, in press conferences and reports by
the UN Population Fund (UFPA), by the “Optimum Population
Trust,” by Tony Blair personally, and by Blair’s The Climate
Group. The Monarchy is directly steering this murderous
Copenhagen Conference, with Prince Charles scheduled to give
the opening keynote to the Copenhagen Conference on Tuesday,
Dec. 15. On Nov. 3, 2009, Philip convened the meeting of the
Alliance of Religions and Conservation held at Windsor Castle.
All of the leading organizations that are putting population
reduction forward at Copenhagen are directly tied to Philip
and the WWF.
OPTIMUM POPULATION TRUST: The group which is advocating
killing 3-5 billion people by 2050 and which released a new
report putting “population reduction” as #1 priority for
Copenhagen, is a decades-old organization linked to the WWF
and Prince Philip. OPT is one of the “partners” of the “Global
Footprint Network,” which every two years issues a “Living
Planet” joint report with the WWF. The “Pawprint” Network
argues that “since the late 1970s, humanity has been in
ecological overshoot” (see EIR, Nov. 7, 2008).
OPT was created in 1991 because of the failure of successive
British governments to enact the recommendations of the Royal
Commission on Population of 1949 (!) which warned of the
dangers of overpopulation.
In 2007, the OPT published a report called “Youthquake,” in
which they said, “compulsory limits on births may become
unavoidable….” because otherwise, “Might humanity have to

suffer the kind of death-dictated control to achieve
stabilisation, or reduction by a population crash—a massive
cull through violence, disease, starvation or national
disasters—which biology dictates for all other species when
their numbers exceed the limits of their environments carrying
capacity?”
Key OPT personnel include more than a dozen well-known enemies
of humanity, including: Patron, Paul Ehrlich, the genocidal
maniac who wrote The Population Bomb, and who tutored Al Gore
in population control (see EIR, July 9, 1999); Patron,
Jonathon Porritt, former Chair of the U.K. Sustainable
Development Commission, and chief advisor on climate change to
both Prince Charles and Gordon Brown. Porritt gave the
Copenhagen press conference ten days ago at which OPT called
for cutting the U.K. population in half, to 30 million. He
advises the Brown government and the Crown as chairman of the
Sustainable Development Commission (SDC) created by the Blair
government; Patron, Sir Crispin Tickell, former U.K. Permanent
Representative to the UN Security Council.

Further research is being done on several other key
institutions that are directly involved with Nazis Tony Blair
and Prince Philip: The Climate Group, and the notorious Summit
of Religious and Secular Leaders on Climate Change meeting
that was convened by Prince Philip at Windsor Castle on
November 3, 2009.

The Premier of China, Wen Jiabao has publicly stated that he
is committed to saving the wild tiger. (Read his comment – Nov
2010) However, his government is allowing trade in tiger skins
from tiger farms and skins taken before poaching was outlawed.
This trade is acting as a smokescreen for skins taken by
killing wild tigers. If China does not stop this trade, the
wild tiger is doomed. See how they obtain the tigers and more
tiger farm images

